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Hi, my name is Michal
Design leader with 10+ years of experience
in product design, branding, and communication

Who I am
I am a curious designer inspired by technology, intuition, and
teamwork. I am a decisive strategist who turns ideas into

SKILLS
Visual Communication
Product Design

elegant solutions. I am an optimist who likes to have fun. I am a
partner who helps others move forward and grow. After many
great years at a thriving tech company, I know how to succeed

User Experience
Brand Development

with development, business, and marketing teams.
Team Leadership

What I do
I bridge disciplines (product design, branding, communication),
teams, and ideologies. I ask many questions and learn from
others. I help colleagues clarify goals and shape engaging

LANGUAGES
English
Czech

experiences. I remove obstacles, ﬁx issues, and improve
collaboration. I care about big ideas and little details alike. I dive
into hands-on work while orchestrating long-term strategies.
I balance business needs and people’s aspirations.

What I’m looking for
I enjoy healthy, eﬃcient collaboration across disciplines.
I bring value to products, branding, and communication by
crafting authentic, memorable experiences. I am looking for a
friendly, open-minded team that helps people to be happy,
safe, and productive.

French

Career journey

www.linkedin.com/in/michaldanek

I enjoyed years at a tech business specialized in data management solutions where I led all
design activities and a team that shaped digital products and the brand’s communication.

Head of Design, Creative Director at Ataccama 3 yrs 8 mos
Deﬁning brand and product design
I built a ﬂexible design system and helped improve
the company’s communication by ensuring it was
always clear, authentic, and positive.

Building a design team
I set up a team of designers (visual identity, UI, UX),
web developers, and an online marketing specialist.

Postponing product leadership
I had the opportunity to lead the product design
activities, but I chose to take a break before
pursuing another signiﬁcant project.

Helping with Toronto oﬃce design
I worked with architects to design an optimal oﬃce
space that reﬂected the company’s culture.

Graphic Designer, Web Developer at Ataccama 3 yrs 2 mos
Designing applications

Becoming a design leader

We had two months to design and develop a web

While the CEO planned to make me a manager, I

application (Data Quality Dashboard) and present

took my time to gain deeper hands-on experience

it at upcoming conferences. It was a success.

Working with a US-based CMO
A 3-year (mostly remote) collaboration focused on
branding, visual identity, website redesign,
marketing campaigns, and conference presentation.

in a variety of design disciplines.

Entering the US market
Competing with big industry names required a
ﬂexible approach to design, a solid marketing
strategy, and smooth product experiences.

Web Application Developer at Ataccama 2 yrs
Launching a product
Our Marketing Manager left a week ahead of our

Growing as a designer
To avoid the diﬃculties of working with freelancers, I

ﬁrst big product launch (Data Quality Analyzer), and I

became an in-house designer and started

was there to make sure everything went as planned.

collaborating with all teams across the company.

Strengths
Designing anything

Fueling positive change

Products (UX, UI), brand (identity, voice, tone),

It doesn’t matter how big or small the issue is—if

communication (websites, campaigns) … you name it.

there is a potential for improvement and lasting

I’ve been through countless design challenges,

impact, I’m in. I act as an ambassador for change

always placing the experience ﬁrst.

across the whole business.

→ Great, memorable experiences

→ Fewer obstacles, better results

Looking ahead, dreaming big

Cracking tough questions

I am a big thinker focused on long-term, strategic

I always look at problems from diﬀerent angles,

goals. I thrive when partnering with people who

employing intuition and gut feeling where

have a clear vision and don’t get distracted by

necessary. Big decisions are my daily bread,

ﬂeeting trends.

so is logical reasoning.

→ Long-term value instead of short-term trends

→ Smart decisions with predictable outcomes

Simplifying complexity

Prioritizing

Confusing product interfaces, ambiguous marketing

Not all ﬁghts are critical. When facing too many

presentation, misleading communication—it’s my

options, I identify the signiﬁcant ones. I choose

favorite job to articulate complicated ideas by

essential activities over minor decorative tasks with

removing the noise.

no visible outcome.

→ Easy to understand, navigate, and use

→ Steering away from non-essentials

Learning, teaching, sharing

Organizing mess

I study hard, put my knowledge into practice, and

I add structure to ideas, actions, and workﬂows. I

share it with others. Because not everyone

eliminate barriers to improve collaboration. All in all, I

understands jargon, I talk in simple terms—this

try to make work more comfortable and enjoyable

works miracles.

for everyone.

→ People growing to new heights

→ No time or resources wasted

Leading, not managing

Being nice

I grew up to be a teammate, not a dictator. I

I was gladly brought up to an advocate personality

value thoughtful contribution, ﬂexibility,

(INFJ-A). One of my goals is to provide a constructive

productivity, and meaningful evolution of roles

critique that results in improvement. I stand ﬁrm

within a team.

against toxic people.

→ Eﬃcient, proud teams

→ Friendly people, happy people

PRODUCTS

PROJECTS

Elegant experiences
UX + UI I design products and assist development teams in solving complex application
features and workﬂows. My technical background helps me navigate and optimize software
while articulating design solutions in a clear, actionable way. Users should feel safe and
empowered while interacting with digital products, and that is my ultimate goal.
4 Enterprise web applications / 10+ Responsive websites /
Documentation and intranet portals

BRANDING

PROJECTS

Authentic brand
BRANDING Direct work with the top management lets me produce designs that reﬂect and
support long-term business goals. But to me, business is just a part of the whole ecosystem—I
often connect colleagues with diﬀerent backgrounds by collaborating on projects that beneﬁt
from design. I have been an author of a company-wide newsletter presenting relevant
updates in a unique and perhaps even entertaining way.
10+ Websites / 40+ Conference booths / 25+ Banners /
Brand strategy / Visual identity / Voice and tone

MARKETING

PROJECTS

Happy clients
MARKETING Interacting with diverse audiences, nearly every piece of marketing
communication—and not only the visual—has gone through my hands. I create a distinct, fresh,
and memorable style with enough ﬂexibility to comply with the fast nature of the business.
Often producing both the visuals and content, the ﬁnal products are aligned to an extent rarely
possible with disparate teams and politics involved.
25+ Brochures and ﬂyers / 50+ Email campaigns / Advertisements /
Case studies / Presentations / Holiday gifts / Product launches

CONTENT

PROJECTS

Meaningful content
WRITING I have authored, edited, structured, and reviewed content ranging from email
campaigns to recruitment ads and product brochures. As a design leader, I have gone through
many highs, a few failures, and an exhausting burnout. I am always happy to share my
experiences with others, oﬀering tips to avoid trouble or boredom.
10+ Websites / 25+ Brochures and ﬂyers / Internal newsletters /
10+ Job advertisements and descriptions
www.medium.com/@michaldanek

Are we a good ﬁt?
I started out as a teenager playing around with 3D graphics, video, and animation.
I like traveling, sports, music, movies, TED talks, and books on design.

1 Do you want to make sure your product, brand, and communication are aligned?
2 Would you like to create the best product and brand experiences?
3 Do you wish to streamline design collaboration across teams and projects?
4 Are you looking for a partner to help with major design decisions?
5 Are you planning to grow a design team?

Tools
Adobe Creative Cloud: InDesign + Illustrator + Photoshop + Acrobat
Sketch / InVision / UXPin / Atom / Mailchimp / Google Analytics + Tag Manager

Education
Czech Technical University in Prague 2007–2010
Completed 2.5 years of the Software Technologies and Management program
(specialization in Web and Multimedia) before pursuing a career in IT.

Let’s talk
designer@michaldanek.com
+420 776 719 294
www.michaldanek.com
www.linkedin.com/in/michaldanek
Prague, Czech Republic + Ready to relocate

